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Attention-Aware Disparity Control in Interactive
Environments
Ufuk Celikcan · Gokcen Cimen · E. Bengu Kevinc · Tolga Capin

Abstract Our paper introduces a novel approach for
controlling stereo camera parameters in interactive 3D
environments in a way that specifically addresses the
interplay of binocular depth perception and saliency
of scene contents. Our proposed Dynamic AttentionAware Disparity Control (DADC) method produces
depth-rich stereo rendering that improves viewer comfort through joint optimization of stereo parameters.
While constructing the optimization model, we consider
the importance of scene elements, as well as their distance to the camera and the locus of attention on the
display. Our method also optimizes the depth effect of a
given scene by considering the individual user’s stereoscopic disparity range and comfortable viewing experience by controlling accommodation/convergence conflict. We validate our method in a formal user study
that also reveals the advantages, such as superior quality and practical relevance, of considering our method.
Keywords stereoscopic 3D · disparity control ·
interactive 3D · user attention · real-time graphics ·
accommodation/convergence conflict

1 Introduction
Recent advances in stereoscopic displays and 3D TVs,
3D digital cinema, and 3D enabled applications have increased the importance of stereoscopic content creation
and processing. However, several challenges remain in
providing realistic but comfortable viewing experience
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to users with stereoscopic products. One of the principal challenges is a need for applying the underlying
principle of 3D perception of the human visual system
and its capabilities/limitations for displaying content in
stereoscopic displays.
Binocular viewing of a scene is created from two
slightly different images of the scene in the two eyes.
These views are produced by stereoscopic rendering
parameters, which are camera separation and convergence distance of cameras. The difference in the views,
or screen disparities, create a perceived depth around
the display screen. The main concern of stereoscopic 3D
content creation is determining the comfortable range
of this perceived depth, also called the comfort zone.
Recent research has made progress in controlling
the perceived depth range, mostly in post production
pipeline [3, 12, 19]. On the other hand, different from
offline production, in an interactive environment where
the position of the camera is dynamically changing
based on the user input, there is a need for a control
system to keep the perceived depth in the comfortable
target range. Examples for such controllers are the work
of Lang et al. [12] for post-production disparity range
adjustment and the work of Oscam et al. [16] for realtime disparity range adaptation.
An example for an interactive setting is a game environment where the stereoscopic output changes dynamically. For such an environment, finding optimized
stereoscopic camera parameters, i.e., camera convergence distance and interaxial separation to retarget dynamic scene depth to comfortable target depth range
brings a great challenge. Even though previous works
manage to control and limit the perceived depth to
comfort zone of the users, there is also a need to define parameters for preventing the violation of accommodation/convergence conflict. This conflict can cause
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Fig. 1 (a) An example capture of the scene with Naive method (b) Disparity limit calibration (c) Depth map of a captured
scene (d) Significance score coloring of scene elements (e) Output stereoscopic image with DADC (f) Capture of the scene with
DADC

severe consequences in such interactive stereoscopic environments in long-term use. The inability of fusion,
also called diplopia, is one of the major problems that
emerge because of accommodation/convergence conflict,
and further problems include eye-strain, visual fatigue
and even headache after prolonged exposure.
In this work, we aim to address the challenges of
presenting a comfortable viewing experience to users in
an interactive scene, by controlling and limiting target
depth range to the comfort zone and eliminating accommodation/convergence violations as much as possible.
For mapping scene depth to the specific depth range,
our method automatically finds optimized stereo camera parameters in real-time. In order to avoid accommodation/convergence conflict, we consider the distribution and importance of scene elements. For this purpose, the convergence plane is moved so that significant
elements are shown with relatively sharper focus. This
motivation comes from that the location of the convergence plane, on which scene elements are captured
with exactly zero disparity, should tend to be nearer
to elements with higher significance during the search,
assuming each element of interest in the scene content
carries a significance score that is assigned by the content creator.

2 Related Work
With the recent advances in stereoscopic systems, the
focus on stereoscopic camera control has gained momentum and a number of techniques have been proposed for stereoscopic post-production pipeline and editing of stereoscopic images.
3D Camera Systems and Stereo Acquisition. The
conventional way for capturing real scenes is with two
physical camera equipments. One of the recent
approaches which focus on production of high quality stereoscopic content capture is presented by Zilly

et al. [21]. This system analyzes the captured scene by
two real cameras and specifies the proper camera calibration parameters. Heinzle et al. [6] focus on controlling the rig directly, with a control loop that consists of
capture and analysis of 3D stereoscopic parameters.
Stereoscopic editing on still images. Recent work
on stereoscopic image editing focuses on correction of
imperfect stereoscopic images and videos. Koppal et
al. [11] present an editor for live stereoscopic shots.
They concentrate on the viewer’s experience and propose modifying camera parameters in the post processing as well as previewing steps. Lang et al. [12] present
a nonlinear disparity mapping method in order to retarget the depth range in the produced stereoscopic images and videos to different displays and viewing conditions. Didyk et al. [2] have also recently proposed a
disparity model that estimates the perceived disparity
change in processed stereoscopic images, and perform
psychophysical experiments in order to derive a metric
for modeling disparity. Didyk et al. [3] also proposed
an extended luminance-contrast aware disparity model,
and presented disparity retargeting as one of its applications.
Stereo parameter adjustment in virtual environments. Post processing and image shifting methods
are used for retargeting disparity in offline applications
such as digital cinema and 3D content retargeting. On
the other hand, interactive applications require realtime techniques. Among recent works, the geometrical
framework to map a specified depth range to the perceived depth range is described by Jones et al. [10].
Their method is proposed for generating still images,
but it can also be used for virtual scenes. Oskam et
al. [16] present a controller for finding camera convergence and interaxial separation, which gives a final disparity value for the viewed frame. These parameters
change automatically by taking minimum and maximum scene depth values into account in order to han-
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Table 1 The review of the perceptual effects of stereo parameters (adapted from Milgram and Kruger [15])
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Fig. 2 A virtual camera setup with parallel sensor-shift (left)
and the corresponding reconstruction of stereoscopic 3D scene

dle excessive binocular disparities which are generated
because of unpredictable viewer motion.

3 Background
As our system makes use of the characteristics of binocular vision and stereo geometry, in this section we summarize the basic principles behind them.
Depth Perception. Depth cues, which help the human visual system to perceive spatial relationships between objects, constitute the core part of depth perception. These visual cues can be categorized as pictorial, oculomotor, binocular, and motion-related cues [7].
Pictorial cues, such as occlusion, shadow, shading, relative size, relative height, texture gradient, are extracted
from a single and flat 2D view; whereas oculomotor
depth cues represent depth perception that is obtained
through eye movements. Motion parallax, motion perspective, and kinetic depth are the motion based depth
cues. The two types of binocular depth cues are named
as convergence and retinal disparity, which are covered
in detail in the following.
Stereo Geometry. The binocular depth cue makes
use of the fact that left and right eyes view the world
from slightly different angles, which results in slightly
different retinal images, forming binocular vision. The
parameters that are used in the human visual system
by their real world correspondences are binocular disparity and vergence. Binocular disparity represents the
difference between the two eyes; whereas vergence arises
due to eye movements and allow fixating at a point of
interest.
In stereoscopic image creation, the main difficulty
arises while controlling the stereoscopic camera param-

eters. There are two principal parameters for disparity: interaxial separation (tc ) and convergence distance
(Zc ), as illustrated in Figure 2. While convergence distance corresponds to the distance between the camera
and the plane in focus, the interaxial separation corresponds to the separation between the two cameras.
The camera separation, or interaxial separation (tc ) directly affects the disparity and eventually the amount
of depth perceived in the final image. The convergence
distance, on the other hand, does not affect the overall perceived depth, but increasing the convergence distance decreases the screen parallax. Table 1 summarizes the perceptual effects of the stereoscopic camera
parameters.
Given the parallel camera geometry in Figure 2, the
image disparity of an object with scene distance Z depends on interaxial separation (tc ) and convergence distance (Zc ), and is given as:

d = f tc

1
1
−
Zc
Z


(1)

In this equation, f denotes the focal length of the
cameras. The conversion from image disparity d to screen
parallax p simply requires scaling the image disparity
from image sensor metric to display size metric, by multiplying it with a scale factor Ws /Wi , where Wi and Ws
denote the image sensor width and screen width respectively.
p = d(Ws /Wi )

(2)

While maintaining stereoscopic depth, the viewer
reconstructs a point for each object on and around the
screen. The reconstructed depth Zr of this point, while
the viewer is observing from a physical distance Zw , is
given as:

Zr =

Zw te
Zw te
=
te − p
te − d(Ws /Wi )

(3)

where te is the human interocular distance, for which
the physiological average is approximately 65 mm.
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The convergence distance gives the distance where
the two cameras converge; and on the plane at that
distance the retinal positions of objects appear at the
same point which results in objects appearing at the
physical screen surface (Z = Zc ). This condition is
called zero parallax setting. Two conditions occur when
object distances Z are different from Zc . In the first
case, (Z > Zc ), the object appears inside the screen
space, which is viewed behind the display screen. When
this condition occurs, the object has a positive disparity, or screen parallax. On the other hand, in the case
(Z < Zc ), the object has a negative disparity, or parallax. These objects appear as if they are physically
located in front of the screen.
Physiological experiments have proven that the human visual system has more tolerance to positive parallax than negative parallax [14]. However, it is still
restricted to comfortably perceive all objects which appear in positive or negative parallax regions. It has
been shown that locating the scene in a limited area
around the screen surface gives more reasonable results
for avoiding accommodation/convergence conflicts.
Accommodation/Convergence Conflict. The conclusion pointed out by several earlier studies [20] on the
issue of stereoscopic comfort zone is that the amount
of perceived depth in stereoscopic displays should be
limited; and the conflicts related to accommodation
and convergence should be controlled. The accommodation/convergence conflict happens for all planostereoscopic displays, i.e. displays where the views are presented on a planar screen. This conflict is caused by
the fact that when looking at the stereoscopic 3D display, viewer’s eyes converge on the reconstructed depth
Zr , while they are forced to focus on the display plane.
This is in contrast to natural vision in the real world,
where the human visual system operates such that the
eyes converge and accommodate at the same point.

4 Approach
Our approach (Figure 3) consists of a calibration phase
and a main phase. In the calibration phase, the depth
perception range of the user is obtained interactively.
Perceived depth range is changeable in light of user’s
personal stereoscopic comfort limits. For this purpose,
the user designates the personal disparity extrema, so
that the disparity is not too high in order to avoid eyestraining visual artifacts like diplopia, or too low resulting in low depth feeling. This calibration stage is needed
to be performed only once per user, before starting the
interactive stage.
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During the main phase, for the incoming frame, we
first analyze the depth range of the scene from the given
view position. Consecutively, we perform an analysis of
the scene contents, in terms of their layout under the
given viewing condition. For this purpose, for each object in the view, we consider its significance score, its
distance to the camera and center of display, and construct an optimization problem that we solve to calculate the stereo parameters, tc and Zc . Our method also
makes use of temporal coherency constraint, so that the
stereo parameters change smoothly between frames.

4.1 Depth Range Control (DRC)
Our method is an extension of the methods that control
the depth range in a given scene. Among which, the
most widely used one is Depth Range Control (DRC)
method and our approach includes this method as a
special case. Therefore, we first explain DRC, before
discussing our approach in detail.
It is possible to approximate the perceived disparity by geometrically modeling the stereoscopic vision
with respect to a given depth-range which may be adjusted by the viewer. According to this approach, interaxial separation and convergence distance can be formulated [20] by using similar triangles in the stereo vision geometry. This, for an image-shift camera convergence setup, results in:

Zc =

tc =

Zmax Zmin (dmax − dmin )
(Zmax dmax − Zmin dmin )
Zmax Zmin (dmax − dmin )
f (Zmax − Zmin )

(4)

(5)

where
Zmax : The distance between the camera and the farthest object in the virtual world.
Zmin : The distance between the camera and the nearest object in the virtual world.
dmax : Maximum disparity, i.e., the positive disparity of
the farthest object.
dmin : Minimum disparity, i.e., the negative disparity of
the nearest object.
Jones et al. [10] applied this model to adjust the target
depth range of still images only. Guttmann et al. [5]
used the model for recreating stereographic sequences
from 2D input by estimating the correct target depth
distribution and optimizing the target disparity map.
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Fig. 3 Overview of the main phase of our approach: (a) In the first stage, visible scene depth extrema information is gathered.
This information in combination with the data collected from the disparity calibration phase is fed into the optimization as
system constraints. (b) The scene content analysis stage, as outlined in Algorithm 1, extracts {S, Z, R} information of significant
elements in the visible scene. (c) The system searches for the optimal parameter set {Zc , tc } seeking to keep significant scene
elements inside the comfort zone while maximizing the perceived depth feeling. The system output is finalized by applying
temporal control to the optimization output.

Oskam et al. [16] developed a similar method for interactive applications for optimizing stereo rendering parameters with respect to control points each assigned a
certain desired depth. In the special case with only two
constraints, one for each depth extremum, their system
simplifies to Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 above.
In any case, the mentioned methods are based on
mapping the depth range, without consideration of the
distribution of the objects in the scene. Therefore, we
believe that employing DRC method alone is not sufficient in enhancing the perceived stereo vision effect,
as psychological elements directly affect the creation
of stereo vision, especially in interactive applications.
In this regard, we develop an attention-aware system
which involves real-time analysis of scene contents as
well as depth range assessment for user-specific disparity control.

4.2 Dynamic Attention-Aware Disparity Control
(DADC)
As overviewed in the previous section, it is known that
objects which are located in the 3D comfort zone of the
user are easier to be observed. Thus, significant scene
elements that draw user’s attention should be located
closer to this region. However, in a pre-produced interactive scene, it is necessary to move the convergence
plane instead, placing it as near as possible to the region that attracts the user’s attention the most, while

maintaining the total disparity of the scene as high as
possible and not violating the user’s disparity range.
With this goal in mind, the main phase of our stereoscopic 3D control system is composed of the following
three consecutive stages.

4.2.1 Depth Range Calculation.
Since the maximum and the minimum distances observed by the virtual camera have a direct effect on
screen disparity and thus the depth experienced by the
user, we need to gather visible scene depth extrema information. This is achieved by a number of min-max
reduction passes on the depth buffer [4]. The system
runs this normally costly procedure in real-time (i.e.,
within the allowed per-frame time budget) by efficient
utilization of the GPU.
This information in combination with the data collected from disparity calibration of the user is fed into
the optimization as system constraints, and is also used
in the two special non-optimization cases, as explained
in detail later.

4.2.2 Analysis of Scene Contents.
Having adopted interactive environments as our main
consideration, we make the following arguments in conjunction with our objective function that is explained
in the next section:
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– The user navigates towards scene elements that attract his attention more.
– The user tends to have significant scene elements
centered in his view
Based on these assumptions, we evaluate the overall significance of a scene element with respect to the three
criteria below:
S : significance score of the element.
Z : forward distance of the element from camera.
R : radial distance of the element from forward camera
axis.
Here, we assume that scene elements had been assigned
significance scores by the content creator that would
appropriately predict the user’s relative attention towards them such that e.g., in a first-person game environment the autonomous enemies should have been assigned higher scores compared to other scene elements.
Our scene content analysis algorithm progresses as
outlined in Algorithm 1.
4.2.3 Optimization of Stereo Parameters with Active
Depth Control.
For establishing our objective function to be optimized,
we first formulate an energy term Eo (Zc , tc ) that penalizes the distance of the convergence plane from scene elements with relatively higher significance score and/or
with relatively lower radial distance from the user’s center of attention.
In order to minimize visual artifacts like ghosting associated with significant scene elements, the higher the
significance score of an element the closer convergence
plane should move towards it through minimization of
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Eo (Zc ) thus keeping that element in relatively sharper
focus.
Several methods have been proposed for computational modeling of visual attention [8]. Studies have
converged on a two-component framework for attention; where viewers selectively direct their attention in
an image, to objects in a scene using both (i) bottomup, image-based saliency cues and (ii) top-down, taskdependent cues.
For precise detection of the center of attention, a
perceptually based system should include some sort of
eye-tracking technology as it deals with the extent of
features across the user’s retina or at least head-tracking
technology that mimics eye-tracking by the observation
that resting eye gaze can approximately track head orientation. However, when no eye or head tracking exists, as is the case with most stereoscopic viewing settings, we are to conform to the assumption [17] that
the user always looks toward the center of the display
device. Considering this, by minimizing Eo (Zc ), the resulting convergence plane should also move closer towards scene elements with relatively less radial distance
from the forward axis of virtual camera i.e., display center.
Following this line of thought, Eo (Zc ) is formulated
as

Eo (Zc ) =

n
X
S

i

Ri2

2

(Zi − Zc ) ,

(6)

i=1

where n is the number of significant scene elements
found in the scene analysis stage.
We use a second energy term Ed (Zc , tc ) which pursues to maximize total scene disparity and, therefore,
total perceived depth. Formulation of Ed (Zc , tc ) follows
the regular disparity calculation (Eq. 1) s.t.

Algorithm 1 Scene content analysis algorithm
1: e[ ] ← getSignif icantElements()
2:
. Acquiring all significance score assigned elements in
the current scene
3: j ← 0
4: for ∀e[i] do
5:
if e[i] is visible in the current frame then
6:
e[i].Z ← F orwardDistanceF romCamera()
7:
if e[i].Z ≤ Dmax then
8:
. Dmax : maximum forward distance allowed
9:
o[j] ← e[i]
10:
. implies o[j].S ← e[i].S and o[j].Z ← e[i].Z
11:
o[j].R ← RadialDistanceF romCameraAxis()
12:
j ←j+1
13:
end if
14:
end if
15: end for
16: return o[ ]

Ed (Zc , tc ) =

n
X


Si f tc

1
1
−
Zc
Zi


,

(7)

i=1

hence aggregating weighted disparity associated with
each significance assigned scene element. Here, disparities are also weighted with respective significance scores
Si .
We construct the objective function as the total energy function E(Zc , tc ) s.t.

E(Zc , tc ) = Êo (Zc ) − Êd (Zc , tc ),

(8)
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Here Êo (Zc ) and Êd (Zc , tc ) are the normalized energies
s.t.
2

Êo (Zc ) = Eo (Zc )/ (Zmax − Zmin ) ,

Êd (Zc , tc ) = Ed (Zc , tc )/ (dmax − dmin ) ,

(9)

(10)

This way with appropriate normalization, the need to
express E(Zc , tc ) as a weighted sum of Eo (Zc ) and
Ed (Zc , tc ) with weights that are to be fine-tuned for every different setting and every different user is avoided.
Consequently, by minimizing E(Zc , tc ), the system
searches for the optimal parameter set by mediating
the minimization of Eo (Zc ) with the maximization of
Ed (Zc , tc ), thus seeking to keep significant scene elements inside the comfort zone while maximizing the
perceived depth feeling.
The system minimizes E(Zc , tc ) subject to
constraints:

dmax ≥ f tc

1
1
−
Zc
Zi
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switches to complete DRC mode and computes the
stereo parameters accordingly.
Temporal Control. Stereoscopic 3D rendering parameters are recalculated for each frame as a desired solution. On the other hand this situation may cause undesired visual artifacts if changes in parameters occurring between consecutive frames are considerably high
or happening more frequently than tolerable. In order
to uphold temporal coherence, the system produces the
final parameter set for the processed frame by passing
each newly computed parameter through a threshold
function f (·) s.t.

x(t − 1) + x1 , if x(t) − x(t − 1) ≤ x1 ;





f (x(t)) = x(t − 1) + x2 , if x(t) − x(t − 1) ≥ x2 ;





x(t − 1) + k (x(t) − x(t − 1)) , otherwise.
(12)
where x1 ∈ R− , x2 ∈ R+ and k is chosen to be 0 < k <
1.


≥ dmin , ∀i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

(11)

with dmax and dmin obtained from disparity calibration
phase. The constraints ensure that during the optimization scene depth is actively mapped into the perceivable
depth range of the user as initially determined.
The nonlinear system is globally optimized within
the parameter space by improved stochastic ranking
based evolutionary strategy (ISRES) algorithm [18].
The ISRES algorithm, a major representative of the
state of the art in constrained optimization, is based on
a simple evolution strategy augmented with a stochastic ranking that decides by carrying out a comparison,
which utilizes either the function value or the constraint
violation. With the incorporation of ISRES implementation in NLopt library [9] using modern multi-core processor technology via multi-threading, we achieve optimization at interactive speed so that the system is able
to produce the updated stereo parameters continually
as e.g., the user navigates through a scene.
Frames with only a single element of interest. When the
system finds a single significance assigned element visible, it places the element at the screen i.e., Z = Zc and
computes interaxial separation using the DRC method.
Frames without an element of interest. For frames containing no significance assigned element, our system

5 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate our method, we tested it in two different
scenes in pair-wise comparisons to the DRC only approach and the Naive approach. The Naive approach
uses fixed stereo parameters that are initialized with
DRC method at the beginning of each test session.
5.1 Subjects
We recruited 15 subjects, with a mean age of 25. The
subjects were among voluntary undergraduate and graduate students with computer science background; and
most of them did not have previous detailed experience on rendering on stereoscopic displays. Prior to
the study, each subject candidate was tested for proper
stereoscopic visual acuity using random dot stereogram
test and those who failed the test did not participate in
the user study. The subjects were not informed about
the purpose of the experiment.
5.2 Equipment
We used a 2.20 GHz Quad-Core laptop with 6 GB RAM
for rendering; and a 40 inch 3D display with active shutter glasses, with a resolution of 1920 x 1080. The subjects were seated at a viewing distance of 2m.

Variant II: The assessors are shown consecutively the pictures from the A and B lines, to esta
their opinion of each. The A and B lines are fed for each presentation as in variant I above
stability of results of this variant with a limited range of quality is considered to be still
investigation.
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Pair comparison (PC) method
5.5 Assessment of Contents
In the PC method, a set of “Test” sequences, that is sequences that have been processed
different systems (e.g.
differentevaluated
bit rates, different
etc.) content
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Subjects
both testalgorithms,
and reference
ses- in pairs (i.e. t
We built two interactive scenes (Figure the
4) for
the The
tests.
time).
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onrespect
which element
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sions
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separately,
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where
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XY,
ZY,
YZ,
etc.
Furthermore,
all
the pairs of sequ
scopic contents [1]. The meaning of each criterion was
in a room. The second one contains anshould
urbanbe
outdoor
displayed in both the possible orders (e.g. XY, YX).
explained to the subjects before the experiments. The
setting that presents a more dynamic environment in
motivation
behind
selecting these grading criteria is as
2.3.1
Trial
structure
of the PC
method
terms of variety of characters and their actions, as well.
follows:
Virtual characters were assigned relatively
higher
sig- by the presentation of a mid-grey field which may contain a fixation t
A trial
is initiated
thewas
trial
number, at
disparity
andImage
shouldquality
last <=3
s. Nextthe
theperceived
sequences to be compare
nificance in both scenes. In each test, thee.g.
user
asked
– zero
Image
Quality:
denotes
presented.
The
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each
sequence
under
test
should
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around 10 s. The sequ
to navigate freely in the environment.
overall visual quality of the shown content. Ghostcan be presented either simultaneously
on
two
displays
(or
side
by
side
onand
the same display)
ing, defined as the incomplete fusion of the left
succession (e.g. AB) on right
the same
display.
In
the
latter
case,
the
sequences
are
image so that the image looks like a doubletemporally sepa
by
the
presentation
of
a
mid-grey
field
of 3 s duration.
The trial isthe
ended
with a mid-grey w
5.4 Procedure
exposure, is
a critical
factor determining
image
may contain a reminder to rate, e.g. the word “vote now”, and should last enough time fo
quality of a stereoscopic content. A good quality 3D
to provide
(e.g. <= 10 s). An example of a typical PC trial is shown in Fig. 4
Subjects were given written instructionsviewer
describing
the a judgment
stereo image should eliminate the ghosting effect.
task that needed to be performed, and the attributes
– Perceived Depth: This criterion measures the apthat need to be rated.
parent depth as reported by the user, so that the
Our user study procedure was consistent with the
effect of the methods on apparent depth should be
ITU-R BT.2021 Recommendation, on subjective methtaken into account.
ods for the assessment of stereoscopic 3D systems [1].
– Visual (Dis)comfort: refers to the subjective sensaFor the experiment design, we have followed the doution of discomfort that can be associated with imble stimulus continuous quality scale (DSCQS) method.
properly set stereoscopic parameters by the different
According to this procedure, subjects are shown a conalgorithms. A good quality 3D stereo image should
tent, either test or reference; after a brief break, they
provide a comfortable viewing experience.
are shown the other content. Then, both contents are
For assessment of the content, we also followed a
shown for the second time, to obtain the subjective evalmethodology following the ITU-R BT.2021 Recommenuations.This process is illustrated in Figure 5.
dation. We first asked the subjects to rate the quality,
To evaluate our method vis-a-vis the two other methdepth, and comfort of both the reference and test sesods (DRC and Naive), we performed the tests in pairs
sions separately, by filling out a 5-point Likert scale for
of sessions for each subject. For each pair of sessions,
each session. For assessment of quality, depth, and comour method is used in the test content session while
fort, we used the discrete scale with the labels “bad”,
the compared method, either Naive or DRC, is used
“poor”, “fair”, “good”, and “excellent”. Then, at the
in the reference content session. The order of the refend of each session pair, we also asked the subjects to
erence and the test sessions in a pair and the order of
compare between the two sessions. For this purpose, we
the compared methods in consecutive pairs were both
asked the following questions in the evaluation form:
determined randomly. The subjects were not informed
– Which session provided better image quality?
about either order. This set of tests were executed for
5.3 Scenes
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Fig. 6 Depth charts of an evaluated scene for the first hundred frames with (a) Naive method (b) DRC (c) DADC

– Which session offered more depth?
– Which session was more comfortable to watch?
– Which session provided better overall quality?
5.6 Results
In order to analyze the user assessments, we computed
the average scores for user ratings, as well as user preferences. Figure 7 illustrates the rating results for image
quality, depth and comfort measures. The results show
that our method yields better average than other approaches in all measures. Our DADC method achieved
a considerable improvement particularly in the stereoscopic image quality, due to the fact that our method
ensures the elimination of ghosting effect of the elements of interest in the scene to a significant extent.
Regarding the assessment of image depth, the average
rating of our method is slightly better than the other
two methods, but less number of subjects have evaluated the depth impression of our method as “bad” or
“poor”, compared to the other methods. The comfort

ratings also reveal that our method is generally rated
better than the other methods.
Figure 8 shows results of the preferences collected
from the questions comparing our method with other
methods described in Section 4. Different from the rating analysis of the methods, this chart shows the preferences in percentages for our method directly in comparison with other two methods. These preferences are determined by the subjects by taking into account image
quality, 3D perceived depth, visual comfort and overall
quality. The study showed that DADC was preferred in
overall quality over the two other methods, both with a
64,28 % preference; whereas in 21,43 % of the cases the
Naive method was preferred over ours and 25 % showed
preferences of DRC. The high performance of the Naive
method is due to the fact that the static disparity levels
were initialized compatibly with the scenes, for a fair
comparison.
To evaluate the cinematographic quality of each
method, we have plotted the depth charts [13] of a test
sequence illustrating the distribution of the depth bud 
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Fig. 7 Charts describing the subjects’ ratings and averages
based on 5-point Likert scale for our method and the compared methods. In each chart, the average grade is indicated
in a circle.

Fig. 8 Aggregated results from our session comparison questionnaires demonstrating relative user preferences of our
DADC method in percentages. Scores are relative to Naive
method in the first row and DRC method in the second.
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get over time with each method. The charts in Figure 6
shows the minimum and maximum depth values of the
scene, with respect to the physical display surface (Figure 2). The figure also shows the perceived depth of the
most salient scene element, which we designated based
on the scene and the significance scores (orange curve).
The results show that our method achieves the goal of
keeping the most significant object closed to the planar
screen as much as possible. Based on these results, we
can claim that our method prevents the accommodation/convergence conflict to a large extent.
6 Conclusion
This paper has presented a new approach for conveying scene depth in any arbitrary interactive 3D scene
content by automatically calculating the stereoscopic
camera parameters of convergence and camera separation. Our method specifies a depth configured according to the distribution and importance degree of salient
elements in the scene, and automatically finds the parameters for mapping total scene depth to this specified
depth range.
This new method for stereoscopic camera parameter
arrangement allows 3D scene content creators to adjust
and distribute available perceived depth in a way that
the perceived depth is controlled and limited to the
stereoscopic comfort zone of the users and accommodation/convergence conflict is not violated by keeping
the focus or the convergence of the camera closer to the
elements of interest.
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